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Henri Temianka Correspondence; (wayne)

Description
This collection contains material pertaining to the life, career, and activities of Henri Temianka, violin virtuoso, conductor, music teacher, and author. Materials include correspondence, concert programs and flyers, music scores, photographs, and books.
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Dear Henry,

It was a wonderful evening, especially for me and my family. The menu was spectacular, the food excellent, and the general ambiance just right for a birthday celebration for me. As you did it again for the Waynes! For you in Hong Kong and for me in L.A., I did not expect my 73rd birthday celebration, but it felt real good - the way you did it, and it was a genuine surprise. I thank you from the bottom of my repaired heart. It's just such expressions of friendship that keep my first old heart going. I'd be honored if you promised to celebrate my 80th in just the same way.

Thank you - so much for your music and your friendship! - Sincerely, George
Dear Henry:

It was a wonderful evening, especially for me and my family. The music was scintillating. The food excellent and the general ambiance just right for a birthday celebration for me. So you did it again for the Wayne’s! For Kyra in Hong Kong and for me in L.A. I did not expect my 73rd to be celebrated, but it felt real good – the way you did it, and it was a genuine surprise. I thank you from the bottom of my repaired heart. It’s just such expressions of friendship that keep my tired old heart going. I’d be honored if you promised to celebrate my 80th in just the same way.

Thank you – so much for your music + your friendship – Sincerely, George